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Introduction
The exponential growth of data worldwide has made managing backups more difficult than ever before. With
traditional methods such as tape libraries and secondary sites falling behind, many organizations are open to
extending backup targets to the cloud. While the cloud offers better scalability, building cloud-enabled backup
solutions requires careful consideration of existing IT investments, recovery objectives, and available
resources. This is where AWS (Amazon Web Services) can help AWS Partners solve these customer issues. We
offer the most storage services, data-transfer methods, and networking options to build solutions that protect
customer data with unmatched durability, security, and affordability.
Modernizing Backup and Restore works for all industries, and can leverage our AWS Partners whose software
may already be in use on the customers premises as part of their current backup and restore workflow.

Why does this sales motion matter to you?
Backup workloads are often the first storage workloads to move to AWS as they are discreet, out of band, and the
software used to manage backups generally supports AWS out-of-the-box, making proofs of concept (POC’s) and the
ability to win opportunities relatively frictionless. This play can be a quick win in many cases while at the same time
engaging customers in a more strategic discussion regarding their complete application and data landscape. Storage has
gravity. Customers who store their data in AWS spend $4-7 on other services, such as compute and analytics, for every
dollar of storage spend, making the migration of customer backup data beneficial for our AWS Consulting Partners and
our mutual customers.

How to get started
There are three (3) key areas to invest time in that provide a detailed process for partner account teams to guide them
through achieving business success for themselves and our mutual customers:
1. Familiarize yourself with the contents of this sales play.
2. Understand how AWS Storage Services and solutions can help customers with their backup and recovery goals.
3. Apply sales play resources to customer conversations as you qualify opportunities.

Apply
Understand
Familiarize
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1: Familiarize yourself with the contents of the Partner Practice Package
There are several resources included in this package that will help AWS Partners understand the value proposition of
AWS Storage Services, understand how to present these solutions to customers, view a First Call Deck and video pitch of
the First Call Deck, develop qualifying questions, and understand the target audiences who will be interested in this
solution.

2: Understand how AWS Storage Services and Solutions can help
customers with their backup and recovery goals
•
•

•

•

•

Download the Customer First Call Deck:
o This deck is designed for the partner to use to present to their customers on the value of Modernizing
Backup and Restore.
Understand the Challenge Customers Face:
o The amount of digital data is growing at 40% per year. Customers need to figure out ways to effectively
manage and backup this growing volume of data.
o As customers embrace cloud for managing applications and applications live both on premises and in
the cloud, traditional backup methods that were designed for on premises backup are not meeting
customer requirements for backup and compliance
o Tape media used for backups can be stolen, presenting a security vulnerability that must be addressed
o Tape libraries are complex to manage, require extensive resource planning, have lots of moving parts
that require expensive support contracts, are expensive to purchase, and require constant verification
and re-recording.
Ask Questions:
o Are you backing up your data to a tape device?
o Are you interested in discussing ways to modernize your backup process without changing your
workflow using the AWS cloud?
o Are you using a backup vendor with a connector that allows backups to be written to S3 (this is a trick
question; all of them do!)?
o Are you storing your backups in a secondary location for greater availability or compliance purposes?
Propose a Solution:
o Backup to AWS using your existing backup AWS Partner software to eliminate the need for on premises
backup infrastructure.
o Replace your tape backup infrastructure and back up to AWS using the AWS Tape Gateway
Desired Outcome:
o The objective of the Modernize Backup and Restore sales play is to uncover a backup opportunity that
leverages AWS Storage Gateway or a cloud connector from a Backup AWS Partner. Throughout the
conversation with the customer, you will gain a detailed understanding of their data landscape and
application environment.
o Adjacent opportunities such a Disaster Recovery solution or Vaulted Archive solution may also be
uncovered in the backup conversation.

3: Apply sales play resources to customer conversations as you qualify
opportunities
Messaging:
How can AWS help with backup and recovery?
• There are many benefits to using AWS for backups and recovery. These include:
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o

o

o

o

o

Data Durability: Protect backups with 99.999999999% data durability. Data uploaded to Amazon S3 and
Amazon Glacier are stored across at least three devices in a single AWS Region. Even with best practices,
on-premises capabilities cannot match AWS’ durability due to our global scale and security.
Flexibility and Scalability: Scale up your backup resources in minutes as data requirements change. With
AWS, you no longer need to wait weeks-to-months to procure tapes, disks, and other IT resources to
increase your storage infrastructure.
Cost Efficiencies: Spend efficiently with pay-as-you-go pricing, cost-management tools, data lifecycle
policies, and the EFS and S3 Storage Classes, including EFS Infrequent Access, S3 Standard-Infrequent
Access, S3 One Zone-Infrequent Access, S3 Glacier, and S3 Glacier Deep Archive. With these capabilities,
you can cost-effectively protect data in the cloud without sacrificing performance. Sending backups to
AWS can be the first step in reducing total cost of ownership and your data center footprint.
Backup for All Data Types: Back up all data types with AWS. Our storage services support backup to
object (Amazon S3 and Amazon Glacier), file (Amazon Elastic File Service (EFS) and Amazon FSx for
Windows File Server), and block (Amazon Elastic Block Storage) support industry-leading scalability,
availability, durability, and security so your backups are protected and available when needed.
Security and Compliance: Protect backups with a data center and network architecture built for the
most security-sensitive organizations. Manage access, detect irregular activity, encrypt data, and
perform audits with AWS Security services. AWS also maintains compliance programs to help you meet
all of your regulatory requirements.

What AWS services can help the customer?
• AWS Storage Gateway –Tape Gateway
• Amazon S3, Amazon S3 Glacier, Amazon S3 Glacier Deep Archive
• Amazon EFS (for data backups)
What is the value proposition of AWS Storage Services?
• Non-disruptive, low-effort migration to cloud backup; keep trusted backup software in place
• OpEx purchasing model to eliminate cost spikes; low-cost archives long-term retention
• Modernize backup infrastructure; reduced datacenter infrastructure footprint and archiving services contracts
• Maintain existing backup operation workflows; streamlined backup processes, reduced manual effort, and
gained predictable retrieval times
• Data durability: Amazon S3 and Amazon Glacier cloud storage are designed for 99.999999999% of durability
• All major backup vendors support AWS as a backup target; you can use your existing software and backup
workflows to utilize AWS
• For database backups, Amazon EFS provides simple, elastic and scalable storage with standard interface for easy
backup and fast restore operations
What are the key benefits of AWS Storage Services?
• Better Total Cost of Ownership TCO compared to tape
• Improved operational efficiency
• Flexibility to utilize additional AWS services once data is resident in the cloud
• Data resiliency with a data copy outside of the data centers where your primary application data resides

Use Cases:
Modernizing Backup and Recovery
• This use case is the leading discussion point to uncover details about customer’s application and data landscape.
Customers are leveraging vendors such as Commvault, Veritas, Rubrik, Cohesity, and Dell EMC to deliver backup
and data protection solutions. Many customers are using tape within their backup strategy where tapes are
typically retained at a secondary or tertiary location.
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•

As you review details about how the customer protects their data or plans to protect their data, data protection
ISV requirements, additional use cases such as Disaster Recovery and Modernizing Archive may be uncovered:
o Disaster Recovery: This use case focuses on the customer’s strategy for ensuring business continuity.
Storage is at the foundation of Disaster Recovery solutions which will also include, compute,
orchestration and typically data protection ISVs.
o Modernizing Archive: This discrete use case covers customer’s specific archive requirements and will
leverage best practices and architectures for data governance in long-term archiving

Opportunity Qualification:
Qualifying questions on this topic?
Question:
Who is the back-up vendor in
your account?

Customer Persona
• IT Manager
• Infrastructure Manager

What is the back-up strategy
going forward?

•
•

CIO, CTO, CISO
IT/Infrastructure Director or
VP

What applications are backed up?

•
•

App Admin
Infrastructure Manager

What other data protection
technologies are you using?
Replication, Archiving?
Are there new applications
requiring additional back-up
infrastructure?

•
•

CIO, CTO, CISO
IT/Infrastructure Director or
VP
App Admin
Infrastructure Manager

Are there any data retention
requirements for this data?

•
•

•
•

CIO, CTO, CISO
IT/Infrastructure Director or
VP

What to look for?
Look out for multiple vendors,
expensive maintenance contracts,
difficulty updating to current
software versions.
Where is the back-up
infrastructure in its lifecycle? Is a
new backup vendor being
considered?
Use this question to map out the
applications deployed across the
enterprise and who owns each
app (IT, LoB).
What applications require have
lower RTO/RPO requirements?
Use this question to probe how
the customer scales backup
infrastructure to meet new
applications and growth.
Look for compliance and
governance requirements.
Position S3 Object Lock. Review
AWS Best practices for developing
data governance strategy.

General Talking Points
•

Why AWS for Storage?
o Non-disruptive, low-effort migration to cloud backup; keep trusted backup software in place
o Unlock insights from your data by applying analytics, artificial intelligence, and machine learning
o OpEx purchasing model to eliminate cost spikes; low-cost archives long-term retention
o Modernize backup infrastructure; reduced datacenter infrastructure and archiving services contracts
o Maintain existing backup operation workflows; streamlined backup processes, reduced manual effort,
and gained predictable retrieval times
o Data durability: Amazon S3 and Amazon Glacier are designed for 99.999999999% of durability
o All major backup vendors support AWS as a backup target; you can use your existing software and
backup workflows to utilize AWS
o Better TCO compared to tape along with improved operational efficiency
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Sales Path:

Resources:
Register Opportunities in ACE on Partner Central with Hash Tag Code #GBOX
For support and collaboration from AWS Sales experts on your “Modernizing Backup and Restore” opportunities, please
log into AWS Partner Central and register your opportunities with the hash tag code #MBUR in the opportunity name or
“Additional Comments” field. See the example below:

Additional Resources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

APN Storage Solutions: Consulting Partner Services
APN Storage Solutions: Backup and Restore
AWS Backup and Restore Infographic w IDC data
Backup and Restore Services with AWS
AWS Training and Certification Course for Storage Services
APN Webcast—"AWS 101--Understanding Block and Object Storage on AWS”
APN Webcast—“AWS 101--Storage and Content Delivery”
APN Solution Provider Resources
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